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human and non-human alike live in a terraced city carved
into the face of a gleaming white cliff on the edge of
the Western Ocean. Secure at least, ...until the fleet
of the mysterious Black Kings appears in their harbor,
bringing envoys who inform the residents of White
Gryphon that their newfound home lies on the northern
perimeter of lands claimed by this powerful kingdom.
Desperate not to lose their hard won home, Skandranon,
along with his longtime friend Amberdrake--agree to
accompany the envoys back to the Court of the Black
Kings, hoping to negotiate an alliance. ...When a high
ranking noble who opposes this alliance is found
murdered--Skandranon and Amberdrake realize that they
are up against unknown enemies who will stop at nothing,
even the use of diabolical Blood Magic, to destroy White
Gryphon.
The Silver Gryphon Mercedes Lackey 1997-03-01 A dozen
years of peace have passed in the city of White Gryphon
- providing well deserved and much needed security for
the people who had lost their homes in the magical
Cataclysm which killed the Mage Urtho, creator of the
gryphons. But the inhabitants of White Gryphon have not
forgotten their long struggles, and have trained an
elite guard force, the Silver Gryphons, to protect their
city, and if necessary, to join with the army of the
Black Kings for mutual defense.
The Oathbound Mercedes Lackey 1988 Tarma, the only
survivor of her clan's genocide, and Kethry, a fugitive
from a forced marriage, swear a blood oath to use their
own magical powers and that of a magical sword to avenge
the wrongs done to womankind
Iron and Magic Ilona Andrews 2018 "Hugh is a shadow of
the warrior he was, but when he learns that the Iron
Dogs, soldiers who would follow him anywhere, are being
hunted down and murdered, he must make a choice: to fade
away or to be the leader he was born to be ... Elara
Harper is a creature who should not exist. Her enemies
call her Abomination; her people call her White Lady.
Tasked with their protection, she's trapped between the
magical heavyweights about to collide and plunge the
state of Kentucky into a war that humans have no power
to stop. Desperate to shield her people and their simple
way of life, she would accept help from the devil
himself--and Hugh d'Ambray might qualify"--Back cover.
Winds of Fate Mercedes Lackey 1992 With the kingdom of
Valdemar once more threatened by dark sorcery, Princess
Elspeth sets out to find a mentor who can awaken her own
magical talents, accompanied by Darkwind, a Tayledras
scout with his own extraordinary powers. Reissue.
Graceling Kristin Cashore 2008 In a world where some
people are born with extreme and often-feared skills
called Graces, Katsa struggles for redemption from her
Grace of killing, and teams up with another young
fighter to save their land from a corrupt king.
Closer to Home (The Herald Spy Book 1) Mercedes Lackey
2014-10-24 Mags was once an enslaved orphan living a
harsh life in the mines, until the King's Own Herald
discovered his talent and trained him as a spy. Now a
Herald in his own right, at the newly established
Heralds' Collegium, Mags has found a supportive family,
including his Companion Dallen. Although normally a
Herald in his first year of Whites would be sent off on
circuit, Mags is needed close to home for his abilities
as a spy and his powerful Mindspeech gift. There is a
secret, treacherous plot within the royal court to
destroy the Heralds. The situation becomes dire after
the life of Mags' mentor, King's Own Nikolas, is
imperiled. His daughter Amily is chosen as the new
King's Own, a complicated and dangerous job that is made
more so by this perilous time. Can Mags and Amily save
the court, the Heralds, and the Collegium itself?
Archangel Sharon Shinn 1997-04-01 From national

Into the West Mercedes Lackey 2022-12-06 The longawaited founding of Valdemar comes to life in this
second book in the new series from a New York Timesbestselling author and beloved fantasist. Baron Valdemar
and his people have found a temporary haven, but it
cannot hold all of them, or for long. Trouble could
follow on their heels at any moment, and there are too
many people for Crescent Lake to support. Those who are
willing to make a further trek by barge on into the West
will follow him into a wilderness depopulated by war and
scarred by the terrible magics of a thousand years ago
and the Mage Wars. But the wilderness is not as "empty"
as it seems. There are potential friends and rapacious
foes.... ....and someone is watching them.
The Fairy Godmother Mercedes Lackey 2010-07-01 From the
bestselling author of the Heralds of Valdemar series
comes an enchanting novel. In the land of the Five
Hundred Kingdoms, if you can't carry out your legendary
role, life is no fairy tale.… Elena Klovis was supposed
to be her kingdom's Cinderella—until fate left her with
a completely inappropriate prince! So she set out to
make a new life for herself. But breaking with "The
Tradition" was no easy matter—until she got a little
help from her own fairy godmother. Who promptly offered
Elena a most unexpected job.… Now, instead of sleeping
in the chimney, she has to deal with arrogant, stuffedshirt princes who keep trying to rise above their place
in the tale. And there's one in particular who needs to
be dealt with…. Sometimes a fairy godmother's work is
never done….
Redoubt Mercedes Lackey 2013-10 Mags, a young Herald
trainee in Haven, is trained as a spy to uncover secrets
held by a mysterious new enemy of the kingdom of
Valdemar.
Closer to the Heart Mercedes Lackey 2015-10-06 New York
Times-bestselling author Mercedes Lackey's Herald Spy
series, set in the beloved fantasy world of Valdemar
Herald Mags, Valdemar’s first official Herald Spy, is
well on his way to establishing a coterie of young
informants, not only on the streets of Haven, but in the
kitchens and Great Halls of the highborn and wealthy as
well. The newly appointed King’s Own Herald, Amily,
although still unsure of her own capability in that
office, is doing fine work to support the efforts of
Mags, her betrothed. She has even found a way to build
an army of informants herself, a group of highly trained
but impoverished young noblewomen groomed to serve the
highborn ladies who live at Court, to be called “The
Queens’s Handmaidens.” And King Kyril has come up with
the grand plan of turning Mags and Amily’s wedding into
a low-key diplomatic event that will simultaneously
entertain everyone on the Hill and allow him to
negotiate behind the scenes with all the attending
ambassadors―something which had not been possible at his
son Prince Sedric’s wedding. What could possibly go
wrong? The answer, of course, is “everything.” For all
is not well in the neighboring Kingdom of Menmellith.
The new king is a child, and a pretender to the throne
has raised a rebel army. And this army
is―purportedly―being supplied with arms by Valdemar. The
Menmellith Regency Council threatens war. With the help
of a ragtag band of their unlikely associates, Mags and
Amily will have to determine the real culprit, amass the
evidence to convince the Council, and prevent a war
nobody wants― ―and, somewhere along the way, get
married.
The White Gryphon Mercedes Lackey 1996-03-01 It has been
ten years since the magical Cataclysm, which destroyed
the twin strongholds of the two world's most powerful
Mages, killing Urtho, creator of the gryphons, and
sending his forces into exile. Now Urthro's peoples-winds-of-fury-valdemar-mage-3-mercedes-lackey
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bestselling author Sharon Shinn comes a stunningly
beautiful novel of a distant future—where the fate of
the world rests on the voice of an angel... Through
science, faith, and force of will, the Harmonics carved
out for themselves a society that they conceived as
perfect. Diverse peoples held together by respect for
each other. Angels to guard the mortals and mystics to
guard the forbidden knowldge. Jehovah to watch over them
all... Generations later, the armed starship Jehovah
still looms over the planet of Samaria, programmed to
unleash its arsenal if peace is not sustained. But with
the coming of an age of corruption, Samaria's only hope
lies in the crowning of a new Archangel. The oracles
have chosen Gabriel for this honor, and further decreed
that he must first wed a mortal woman named Rachel. It
is his destiny and hers. And Gabriel is certain that she
will greet the news of her betrothal with enthusiasm,
and a devotion to duty equal to his own. Rachel,
however, has other ideas... Winner of the William
Crawford Award for Achievement in Fantasy Nominated for
the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer
Hunter Mercedes Lackey 2015-09-01 They came after the
Diseray. Some were terrors ripped from our collective
imaginations, remnants of every mythology across the
world. And some were like nothing anyone had ever
dreamed up, even in their worst nightmares. Monsters.
Long ago, the barriers between our world and the
Otherworld were ripped open, and it's taken centuries to
bring back civilization in the wake of the catastrophe.
Now, the luckiest Cits live in enclosed
communities,behind walls that keep them safe from the
hideous creatures fighting to break through. Others are
not so lucky. To Joyeaux Charmand, who has been a Hunter
in her tight-knit mountain community since she was a
child, every Cit without magic deserves her protection
from dangerous Othersiders. Then she is called to Apex
City, where the best Hunters are kept to protect the
most important people. Joy soon realizes that the city's
powerful leaders care more about luring Cits into a
false sense of security than protecting them. More and
more monsters are getting through the barriers,and the
close calls are becoming too frequent to ignore. Yet the
Cits have no sense of how much danger they're in-to
them, Joy and her corp of fellow Hunters are just action
stars they watch on TV. When an act of sabotage against
Joy takes an unbearable toll, Joy uncovers a terrifying
conspiracy in the city. There is something much worse
than the usual monsters infiltrating Apex. And it may be
too late to stop them
To be Continued Merle Jacob 2000 Main entries by author,
then series. Title and subject index also included.
Mastiff Tamora Pierce 2012-10-23 Beka, having just lost
her fiancâe in a slaver's raid, is able to distract
herself by going with her team on an important hunt at
the queen's request, unaware that the throne of Tortall
depends on their success.
Storm Warning Mercedes Lackey 1995-09-01 With her
phenomenal Mage Winds trilogy, bestselling author
Mercedes Lackey captivated fans across the country. Now
in the first volume of the series sequel, she continues
the same storyline, returning readers to a war-torn
Valdemar in preparation to confront an ancient Eastern
Empire--ruled by a monarch whose magical tactics by be
beyond any sorcery known to the western kingdoms.
Exile's Valor Mercedes Lackey 2004 A former captain in
the Army of Karse, Herald Alberich must protect King
Sendar's daughter, Selenay, the new queen of Valdemar,
from the devious members of the Valdemaran Council who
unleash a campaign to strip her of her power. Reprint.
Magic's Pawn Mercedes Lackey 1989
Carniepunk Rachel Caine 2013-07-23 A collection of urban
fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From
vampires and creepy clowns to mermaids, Druids, and
wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll find out that
carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang
out at....
Kliatt Young Adult Paperback Book Guide 1993
Deals with the Devil Mike Resnick 1994 A collection of
stories about mortals who exchange their souls for
eternal youth, fame, love, or other irresistible
opportunities includes the writings of Jane Yolen,
Mercedes Lackey, Larry Dixon, and others. Original.
Shadow Grail #3: Sacrifices Mercedes Lackey 2013-04-02
Spirit, Burke, Muirin, Loch, and Addie, desperate to
stop the Shadow Knights from turning the students of
Oakhurst Academy into soldiers wielding both weapons and
magic, send Muirin to infiltrate the group but soon
winds-of-fury-valdemar-mage-3-mercedes-lackey

Spirit is questioning who can--and cannot--be trusted.
The Will of the Empress Tamora Pierce 2008 On visit to
Namorn to visit her vast landholdings and her devious
cousin, Empress Berenene, Sandry must rely on her
childhood friends and fellow mages, Daja, Tris, and
Briar, despite the distance that has grown between them.
Oathbreakers Mercedes Lackey 1989-01-03 Evil had cast
its shadow over the kingdom of Rethwellan. When Idra,
leader of the Sunhawks mercenaries, failed to return
from a journey to her home, Tarma and Kethry, warrior
and mage, set out in search of their vanished leader.
The Phoenix Unchained Mercedes Lackey 2007-10-16 New
York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Mercedes
Lackey and James Mallory teamed up to write The Obsidian
Trilogy, set in a wondrous world filled with magical
beings, competing magic systems, and a titanic struggle
between good and evil. That world proved so popular with
the creators and readers alike that Lackey and Mallory
have returned to it with The Phoenix Unchained, Book One
of The Enduring Flame, the opening volume of a new epic
fantasy trilogy. After a thousand years of peace, much
Magick has faded from the world. The Elves live far from
humankind. There are no High Mages, and Wild Mages are
seen only rarely. Bisochim, a powerful Wild Mage, is
determined to reintroduce Darkness to the world,
believing that it is out of Balance. Tiercel, a young
Armethalian nobleman, is convinced that High Magic is
not just philosophy. He attempts a spell—and draws the
unwelcome attention of Bisochim. Tiercel survives
Bisochim's attack and begins trying to turn himself into
a High Mage. Next in line to be Harbormaster of
Armethalieh, Harrier instead finds himself regularly
saving Tyr's life and meeting magickal people and
creatures. To Harrier's dismay, it seems that he must
become a hero. In The Phoenix Unchained, Harrier and
Tiercel begin a marvelous journey to uncover their
destinies. Along the way, they meet a charming female
centaur, several snooty Elves, and the most powerful
dragon their world has ever known. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
First Rider's Call Kristen Britain 2011-04-01 Karigan
may have heard the First Rider's call, but she's not
about to let it take over her life ... ... or at least
that's what she thinks. She swore to complete a dying
man's mission - to deliver a sealed letter to King
Zachary. Now that task, more dangerous than she could
have imagined, is complete and her work is done, Karigan
wants to leave the dangerous world of tainted magic and
ancient magicians behind her and return home. Exhausted
in both body and spirit, she plans to return to her
quiet life and her father's business. But it proves no
match for the Rider's call; ghostly hoofbeats sounding
in her mind, visions of the freedom of the open road,
all calling her back to the king's service as a Green
Rider. Karigan resists it, but when she wakes up to find
herself - in her nightdress - on horseback and halfway
across the country, her destiny is clear: she is a Green
Rider. As she discovers, it's not a good time to be
called to serve. For a thousand years the D'Yer Wall, a
physical and magical barrier protecting the land from
the ancient, corrupted Blackveil Forest, has held. For a
thousand years the forest, an arboreal prison containing
one of Sacoridia's greatest enemies, has been quiet. Not
any more. The wall has been breached, unnatural, lethal
creatures are finding their way into Sacoridia, a dark
sentience is stirring, and the Green Rider magic itself
is failing. And in the midst of it all, Karigan is about
to be called to her duty ...
Lyon's Pride Anne McCaffrey 1995-02-01 A DESTRUCTIVE
SPECIES The Hive acts as a single entity, relentlessly
swarming the galaxy, endlessly propagating on every
habitable world they encounter—destroying native
populations in the process. They do not recognize any
sentience but their own. They do not acknowledge any
attempt to communicate with them. They do not understand
they leave countless numbers of dead in their wake. A
FAMILY LEGACY The Prime Talents of the Raven-Lyon
clan—telepaths, teleporters, and telekinetics—have
protected the Alliance from the Hive breeding contagion
for years. Now a fleet orbits the alien homeworld to
prevent them from leaving, and a Hive queen and her eggs
are in captivity and quarantined. And unless the RavenLyons break the language barrier between Human and Hive,
the Alliance may have no choice but to eliminate their
entire race…
Magic's Promise Mercedes Lackey 1992
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The Last Herald-Mage (A Valdemar Omnibus) Mercedes
Lackey 2017-03-07 Vanyel has been born with nearlegendary abilities that, if left untrained, may prove a
menace not only to Vanyel but to others as well. So he
is sent to his aunt, Savil, one of the fame Herald-Mages
of Valdemar. Soon he will become the focus of
frightening forces and raw magic. And by the time Savil
seeks the assistance of a Shin’a’in Adept, Vanyel’s wild
talent may have already grown beyond anyone’s ability to
contain, placing Valdemar in desperate peril.
Winds of Fury Mercedes Lackey 1994 Princess Elspeth the
Herald and her partner, Tayledras adept Darkwind, return
to Valdemar to confront the evil that is threatening her
homeland.
The Complete Arrows Trilogy Mercedes Lackey 2015-08-04
Together for the first time in a single volume, The
Complete Arrows Trilogy is the adventure that launched
Valdemar, Mercedes Lackey's expansive fantasy realm
beloved by generations of readers. Talia, once a
runaway, is Chosen by the Companion Rolan, a mystical
horse-like being with powers beyond imagining. She
becomes one of the great Heralds of Valdemar, a
protector of the realm, and a member of the Queen's Own
elite guard. Over the course of Talia's adventures, she
struggles to master her unique magical abilities, while
protecting her queen, the heir to the throne, and the
kingdom itself. She battles against diabolical magic,
treacherous assassination plots, dangerous unrest, and
traitors to her fellow Heralds.
Brightly Burning Mercedes Lackey 2010-12-09 Lavan
Chitward is a very unhappy young man; pulled away from
his country home by his parents' ambitions and resettled
in the big city of Haven, he is desperately lonely,
bullied and beaten at school, ignored by his parents. It
is not surprising that he falls ill -- but his illness
is the first manifestation of a terrible power, the Gift
of the Firestorm, a power which can and does kill. If
controlled, the Gift of the Firestorm can save Valdemar,
but if it is uncontrolled, it will destroy the country - and him. Chosen by the Companion Kalira, brought into
the ranks of the Heralds of Valdemar, Lavan finds
acceptance and hope for the first time. But war with
Karse threatens to engulf the Kingdom and only Lavan
Firestorm stands between Valdemar and destruction -- and
only then if he can harness his dreadful power to his
will.
Winds of Change Mercedes Lackey 1993 With Valdemar in
dire peril, Princess Elspeth, Herald and heir to the
throne, has come to the Vale of the Tayledras Clan to
seek Mage training among the magical Hawkbrother Adepts.
The Fall of The Kings Ellen Kushner 2007-12-18 This
stunning follow-up to Ellen Kushner’s cult-classic
novel, Swordspoint, is set in the same world of
labyrinthine intrigue, where sharp swords and even
sharper wits rule. Against a rich tapestry of artists
and aristocrats, students, strumpets, and spies, a
gentleman and a scholar will find themselves playing out
an ancient drama destined to explode their society’s
smug view of itself–and reveal that sometimes the best
price of uncovering history is being forced to repeat
it…. The Fall of the Kings Generations ago the last king
fell, taking with him the final truths about a race of
wizards who ruled at his side. But the blood of the
kings runs deep in the land and its people, waiting for
the coming together of two unusual men, Theron Campion,
a young nobleman of royal lineage, is heir to an ancient
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house and a modern scandal. Tormented by his twin duties
to his family and his own bright spirit, he seeks solace
in the University. There he meets Basil St. Cloud, a
brilliant and charismatic teacher ruled by a passion for
knowledge–and a passion for the ancient kings. Of
course, everyone now knows that the wizards were
charlatans and the kings their dupes and puppets. Only
Basil ins not convinced–nor is he convinced that the
city has seen its last king…
Sword of Ice Mercedes Lackey 1997-01-01 Mickey Zucker
Reichert, Tanya Huff, Michelle Sagara, and others
present eighteen original tales set in the popular
fantasy universe of Valdemar, home of the Heralds and
their mysterious horse-like Companions
Shatterglass Tamora Pierce 2008 Tris is one of the most
powerful mages ever born: her lightning magic flows
through her veins and her bones. When a series of brutal
crimes break the fragile peace of Tharios, Tris is angry
that the city fathers do not seem to care. But she knows
she has to keep hold of her magic - she can't let anger
take her over ...
Sanctuary Mercedes Lackey 2006-05-02 In the third novel
of the best-selling Dragon Jousters series, The Altan
serf Vetch has escaped the enemy kingdom of Tia, only to
find his homeland, Alta, enslaved by the evil PriestKings. With a small band of followers, Vetch must gather
a secret army of dragon riders to rid their world of war
and magical domination once and for all.
Storm Rising Mercedes Lackey 1996-10-01 In Storm Rising,
mysterious mage-storms are wreaking havoc on Valdemar,
Karse, and all the kingdoms of the West, plaguing these
lands not only with disastrous earthquakes, monsoons,
and ice storms, but also with venomous magical
constructs - terrifying creatures out of nightmare. Both
Valdemar's Heralds and Karse's Sunpriests struggle to
marshal their combined magical resources to protect
their realms from these devastating, spell-fueled
onslaughts. But as the situation becomes bleaker and
bleaker, the still fragile alliance between these longhostile lands begins to fray. And unless Valdemar and
Karse can locate and destroy the creator of the storms,
they may see their entire world demolished in a final
magical holocaust.
Arrow's Fall Mercedes Lackey 1988-01-05 Follows the
adventures of Talia as she travels the land as a Herald
of Valdemar in the third book in the classic epic
fantasy Arrows trilogy With Elspeth, the heir to the
throne of Valdemar, come of marriageable age, Talia, the
Queen’s Own Herald returns to court to find Queen and
heir beset by diplomatic intrigue as various forces vie
for control of Elspeth’s future. But just as Talia is
about to uncover the traitor behind all these intrigues,
she is sent off on a mission to the neighboring kingdom,
chosen by the Queento investigate the worth of a
marriage proposal from Prince Ancar. And, to her horror,
Talia soon discovers there is far more going on at
Prince Ancar’s court than just preparation for a hopedfor royal wedding. For a different magic than that of
the Heralds is loose in Ancar’s realm—an evil and
ancient sorcery that may destroy all of Valdemar unless
Talia can send warning to her Queen in time!
Winds of Fury Mercedes Lackey 1993 In the epic
conclusion of the Mage Winds trilogy, Princess Elspeth
the Herald and her partner, Tayledras adept Darkwind,
return to Valdemar to confront the evil that is
threatening her homeland.
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